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RAs PUSH
TO UNIONIZE
Resident
advisers and
University
leaders battle
over efforts to
establish a
union
SAM HARDGROVE | ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

CAYLA HARRIS &
ELISE ZAIDI
HATCHET REPORTERS

Resident advisers at GW
are petitioning to become the
ﬁrst unionized student group
at a private university.
A local labor group ﬁled a
petition to unionize on behalf
of the student workers with
the National Labor Relations
Board last Monday after two
years of planning, claiming
that because the students are
referred to as “employees” in
their contracts that they have
the right to form a union.

University oﬃcials ﬁled an
appeal Friday, challenging
the petition under the charge
that students are not explicitly employees and therefore
do not have the right to organize.
If the attempt succeeds,
GW’s RAs would be the ﬁrst
in the nation to unionize at
a private university, setting
a precedent for thousands
of other student employees
across the country.
In August, the NLRB issued a decision asserting that
student assistants working at
private institutions or univer-

sities are considered “statutory employees” eligible for
coverage under the National
Labor Relations Act. The decision came in response to
an election petition ﬁled by
a group of graduate and undergraduate teaching assistants at Columbia University.
But such labor decisions
are often in ﬂux: the NLRB
has changed its take on
whether or not students are
employees several times over
the past years.
Calla Gilson, a former RA
in Shenkman and Hensley
halls, said a group of current
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and former RAs began handing out and collecting “cards”
from current resident advisers last year asking if they
would be in favor of an election about unionizing and if
they would vote “yes.” But
those students suspended the
movement at the end of the
year when a new class of RAs
was hired, nullifying all the
previously collected cards.
When students resumed
their eﬀorts this year, the level
of support was “overwhelming,” Gilson said. After collecting enough cards to present to local unions last month,
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The University
reveals food
vendor
lineup for
District House.

District House
opens with
vendors still
under
construction.

District House
vendors say
they will open
of cially around
Halloween.

Point Chaud
Cafe and Crepes
prepares to
open in
Duques Hall.
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No concrete opening date for
District House vendors six
months after announcement
EMMA TYRRELL &
WEIZHEN LI
HATCHET REPORTERS

Months after the opening of District House, the
vendors in the residence
hall’s basement have yet
to open – leaving students
without dining options they
thought they would have
this semester.
Two of the building’s six
vendors are set to open in
the coming weeks, but others won’t be ready until next
semester. Students said they
were under the impression
the eateries were supposed
to be open this semester, and
with little information about
the opening dates and a
closed dining hall, they have
fewer food options than expected.
Oﬃcials have pointed
to the new restaurants as
replacements for J Street,
the only dining hall on the
Foggy Bottom Campus that
closed over the summer. At
the same time J Street closed,
GW transitioned to an open
dining plan, meaning that
students were given a cer-

tain amount of dining dollars to spend at partnering
restaurants,
convenience
stores and grocers.
University spokesman
Brett Zongker said vendors
are not yet able to provide
a concrete opening timeline
and that the eateries will
open on a rolling basis.
“Due to the process involved, vendors have not
opened as early in the semester as both GW, our students and the vendors had
hoped. We do continue to
expect that some of the vendors will be open prior to the
end of the semester,” Zongker said.
Chick-ﬁl-A, GRK Fresh
Greek and Sol Mexican
Grill are among the District
House vendors announced
over the summer. As of now,
none are open.
Wiseguy NY Pizza and
Beef n’ Bread are currently in
the ﬁnal stages of their D.C.
government
inspections
and are expected to have
soft openings “in the coming weeks,” with extended
hours later this academic
year, Zongker said.
Zongker added that

vendors are responsible for
the design, permitting and
construction of each of their
spaces. He said oﬃcials are
working closely with vendors and that they set the expectation in the retailer contracts that vendors should
open as soon as possible.
The University is also
starting a new “Meal Deals”
program in which students
can purchase $6, $8 or $10
meals at some of GW’s dining partners. Fourteen vendors, including Beefsteak
and Carvings, are currently
participating and University
oﬃcials are “actively recruiting” more vendors to participate in the spring, Zongker
said. These deals will also
be available at each District
House vendor.
Zongker said plans for
a new dining venue to open
in the former J Street space
of Marvin Center are still on
track for the 2017–2018 academic year. And construction on Point Chaud Café
and Crêpes, which is expected to open in January to
replace the shuttered GDub
See EATERIES Page 5

vice Employees International
Union 500 last fall. The organization, which ﬁled with the
NLRB on behalf of the RAs
last week, already represents
some part-time faculty at the
University.
“It’s a union that is not
unfamiliar to GW, and we
wanted to work with them
for that reason. They’re familiar with GW’s politics,”
Gilson said.
The union would mainly
advocate on behalf of the RAs
on their salaries, legal matters
See STUDENTS Page 3

GW keeps promised pay
changes after labor law block
JOSH WEINSTOCK

GW announces
open dining
plan
and J Street
renovation.

union leaders oﬃcially ﬁled a
petition for election and the
NLRB contacted the University about the ﬁling last week.
This Wednesday, several
RAs will testify in front of the
NLRB. If the NLRB rules in
favor of the RAs, organizers
can then set an election date,
place and time, which Gilson
said is tentatively planned for
Dec. 12. More than 50 percent
of RAs would have to vote
in favor of unionizing for the
measure to take eﬀect.
Gilson said she and others involved in the movement ﬁrst reached out to Ser-

Oﬃcials conﬁrmed last
week that they will go ahead
with plans to raise 55 postdoctoral fellows’ salaries
after a federal judge temporarily blocked the regulation
that required the University
to raise their pay.
A Texas judge ﬁled a preliminary injunction Nov. 22
against the U.S. Department
of Labor’s new mandated
overtime pay rules, which
would compel employers
to pay staﬀers overtime if
their salaries do not exceed
$23,660 per year. Aﬀected
GW employees had already
been informed of their new
salaries, which oﬃcials said
they would uphold.
The federal judge issued a temporary injunction
against the regulation, which
was estimated to aﬀect four
million workers. The new
rules increased the overtime
pay threshold to $47,476,
which was originally scheduled to take eﬀect on Dec. 1.
University spokeswoman Maralee Csellar said in an
email that GW has already

implemented and communicated the pay changes to
aﬀected employees.
“Our plan is to honor
these commitments,” Csellar said.
Csellar declined to say
how many employees or
what departments are affected by the changes.
Fifty-ﬁve postdoctoral
fellows at GW fell within
that overtime pay threshold
and received a letter from
the University stating that
their pay would be raised
above the new maximum
threshold for required overtime pay. The letter was sent
out before the injunction, according to a faculty member
who declined to provide a
copy of the letter because
the information contained is
“between employer and employee.”
On Dec. 2, the University’s human resources
department sent an email
to faculty who supervise
employees, including postdoctoral researchers, whose
salaries are aﬀected by the
new standards.
The email conﬁrmed
that the University will

honor the salary increases
for employees whose pay
was changed to exceed the
overtime threshold and that
any positions that were converted to hourly status will
remain at that status.
“This means employees
whose status converted to
nonexempt are eligible for
overtime pay and should
continue to record the time
worked by clocking in and
clocking out,” according to
the email.
Harald Griesshammer,
an associate professor of
physics and a member of
the Faculty Senate, said postdoctoral researchers, who
are highly skilled and often
have Ph.D.s, should be paid
a living wage.
“This is a question of
human decency that people
with that kind of training
and that kind of experience
have to make an adequate
living in the city,” Griesshammer said.
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George Younes, the president of the GW Postdoc Association and a postdoctoral fellow, said he
wasn’t surprised officials kept the promise to raise 55 postdoctoral fellows’ salaries, even after a
federal judge temporarily blocked the regulation that required the University to raise their pay.
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CRIME LOG
FRAUD

Oﬀ Campus
11/17/2016 - Unknown time
Case closed
A student reported to the University
Police Department that he was coerced
into depositing fraudulent checks into
his bank account. The student notiﬁed
the Metropolitan Police Department,
and a report was made.
Referred to MPD

SIMPLE ASSAULT (DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE)

Madison Hall
11/17/2016 - Various times
Case closed
A student reported to UPD that he
was assaulted multiple times by his
roommate over a period of several
weeks.
Referred to Division of Student Affairs

FALSE FIRE ALARM

District House
11/18/2016 - 9:35 to 10 p.m.
Case closed
UPD responded to a ﬁre alarm that
was falsely activated by an unknown
person.
No identifiable subject

Spectators view an installation during the third anual Georgetown Glow outdoor light exhibition. The installation is titled “On the Wings
of Freedom” and was designed by art studio Aether & Hemera.

GW plans space for student collaboration

POSSESSION OF DRUGS

Dakota Apartments
11/19/2016 - 11:41 p.m. to 12:59 a.m.
Case closed
While responding to a ﬁre alarm,
UPD smelled burning marijuana.
The area coordinator conducted an
administrative search. The evidence
was collected at the scene and turned
over to UPD. It was processed and
transported to the MPD Second District
Station. One person unaﬃliated with
the University was barred.
Referred to DSA
—Compiled by James Levinson
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The Tompkins Hall basement will become an “innovation incubator,” which officials said they hope will
be ready to open next semester. Students took a tour of and made suggestions for the space last week.

COLLEEN GRABLICK &
LILLIANNA BYINGTON
STAFF WRITERS

An empty space in the
basement of Tompkins Hall
will soon be a place for
brainstorming and cross-disciplinary collaboration.
The Oﬃce of Innovation and Entrepreneurship
hosted an open meeting last
week to get student feedback
on how to develop GW’s
ﬁrst innovation incubator
that will open as soon as the
upcoming spring semester.
Students who attended the
open meeting said they hope
the space will be somewhere
students from diﬀerent
schools and ﬁelds can work
together.
Jim Chung, the associate
vice president for innovation
and entrepreneurship, said
in an email that he wants
the innovation incubator to
be a place for students interested in innovation and entrepreneurship to meet and
brainstorm. He added that
students who are already
working on research projects
could use the space to work,
hold meetings and get assistance from staﬀ.
Chung said he also plans

to use the ﬂoor as a small
space for tinkering and developing prototypes, and
that his oﬃce will host workshops and events there.
“Students
interested
in innovation and entrepreneurship need a space
where they can meet likeminded
students
from
other disciplines to generate ideas and work on their
ventures,” Chung said.
“The new incubator will
be a crucial part of the GW
innovation ecosystem and
will serve as a focal point to
bring ideas, people and programming together.”
The space will be designed based on student
input, but Chung expects it
will include a meeting room,
movable desks and chairs,
whiteboards and equipment
to work on inventions, he
said.
The basement, which
has not yet been renovated,
has bare walls, a concrete
ﬂoor and ceiling and no
furniture. At the meeting,
students and entrepreneurship and innovation staﬀ
discussed the diﬀerent types
of desks and technology that
students would need in the
space, like outlets that hang
from the ceiling, group desks

and whiteboard walls.
“We deﬁnitely are using
student opinions and are
hoping that it will be largely
student-run,” Chung said.
Chung said the funds to
build the innovation incubator are primarily coming
from alumni donations. The
Oﬃce of Innovation and Entrepreneurship will run programming and operations
for the space, he said.
After the incubator is
established, Chung said
that the oﬃce will still solicit
donations and look for additional sources of funding
to continue developing the
space.
University leaders have
focused on innovation and
entrepreneurship in recent
years: Chung has spearheaded projects including a multimillion dollar grant from
the National Science Foundation to develop the D.C.
Innovation Corps, and research oﬃcials have pointed
to an increase in patents from
faculty and staﬀ as a source
of revenue and prestige.
In 2012 the University established a 10-year strategic
plan with goals of increasing interdisciplinary opportunities and research. This
year, oﬃcials announced
progress in collaboration
among GW’s schools with
an increase the number of
students majoring or minoring in school other than their
home schools.
Lex McCusker, the director of student entrepreneurship programs, said he
hopes to see the space used
as a place of collaboration for
students in every school.
“I want to see students
from every GW school
gathering in this space, and
meeting each other around
and working on interesting
ideas, “ McCusker said. “I
love GW to death, the school
structure kind of keeps students in their own school,
and entrepreneurship is a
team sport.”
McCusker said he estimates it will take until
January to get the space
cleaned up and organized,
and students should be able
to use it later in the spring
semester.
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With fewer admitted students choosing
GW, officials focus on campus community
AVERY ANAPOL
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

To better determine
which admitted students will
end up attending GW, officials are focusing on campus
community.
The yield rate, or portion
of admitted students who
end up attending GW, has
dropped from 25.5 percent
last year to 24.7 percent for
the Class of 2020, meaning
fewer admitted students are
selecting GW. Laurie Koehler,
the vice provost for enrollment management and retention, said a potential student’s
decision to attend GW can be
affected by their experiences
on campus, which means
campus should be welcoming and inclusive for students
making enrollment decisions.
Koehler said national
yield is declining annually by
about 1 percent as more high
school students apply to 10 or
more universities, which can
make it difficult to predict
which schools the students
will choose to attend.
“It is a horribly imperfect
science,” Koehler said. “We
are a selective school and
students have lots of great
options. They are also 17 and

you’re trying to predict everything they are going to do
in this process.”
The applicant pool for
the Class of 2020 increased
by 28 percent, and about 40
percent of those applicants
were accepted. Overall, 2,523
students were enrolled in
the freshman class from the
more than 10,000 admitted
students.
GW had the lowest yield
rate for the Class of 2020,
compared to other D.C. area
schools. American University’s yield rate was 34 percent,
University of Maryland’s was
33 percent and Georgetown
University landed at 59 percent. Other peer institutions
had lower yield rates for their
freshman classes, like Boston
University with a yield rate of
22 percent.
Koehler said the easiest
way to increase yield is by admitting weaker students, but
administrators aren’t willing
to consider that option.
A positive, welcoming
campus can often be the deciding factor for a potential
student, Koehler said. One
negative interaction on campus – whether it be with a faculty member, current student
walking down the street or a

parking garage staffer – can
move GW down on someone’s list, she said.
“Every single one of
those points of contact can
help us to do a better job of
yielding students,” Koehler
said. “That is just the reality
of our world today. It’s that
one negative interaction, it
takes at least 10 positives to
overcome it.”
Getting students, faculty and staff more engaged
with prospective students
on campus will be a focus for
admissions officers this year,
Koehler said.
Yield will be even more
important to get right next
year when determining
which students to admit, as
the University is currently
operating at 99.8 percent capacity in terms of the number of full-time students
GW is permitted to have on
the Foggy Bottom campus
at a time.
“It is a crazy balancing
act. Because of that cap, we
are more likely to be conservative in our initial admits,
which means using the waitlist to round out the class
because we just don’t have
room for any error,” Koehler
said.

Billion dollar campaign reaches $900 million
$1B
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Laurie Koehler, the vice provost for enrollment management and retention, said admissions officers will ensure campus is welcoming to increase the number of admitted students who choose
GW.

In February, University President Steven Knapp
spoke at the Metropolitan
Washington Council of Governments about the potential
benefits to the city economy
of lifting the enrollment cap

The University has
raised funds at a steady
rate since August 2015.

$600M

$400M
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Fundraising campaign nears
final goal with 90 precent raised
LEAH POTTER
HATCHET REPORTER

The University’s capital
fundraising campaign has
passed 90 percent of its goal,
reaching $903 million.
With only eight months
left until the campaign’s
deadline, officials said they
are pleased with its momentum and are “ramping up”
fundraising efforts to attract
donors until the end of 2016.
Experts said to cross the final
threshold, leaders need to
have clear fundraising goals
and appropriate volunteer
and staff support to reach
out to alumni and others
who are most likely to give.
More than 61,000 donors have contributed to the
campaign, including 38,935
alumni, according to the
campaign’s website.
Aristide Collins, the vice
president for development
and alumni relations, said
in an email that fundraising
officials are “working hard”
to achieve the $1 billion goal.
He declined to say if his office is on track to reach the
goal by June 2017. The campaign was originally scheduled to end in June 2018, but
officials pushed up the date
in hopes of reaching $1 billion before University President Steven Knapp steps
down after this academic
year.
Collins said fundraising
efforts will ramp up for the
rest of the calendar year, as
“the giving season” begins,
when many people are motivated to make donations and
take advantage of the chance
to get charitable deductions
on their income taxes before
the close of the calendar year.
As part of that buildup,
GW participated in Giving
Tuesday, an international
day of philanthropy after

Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and Cyber
Monday, for the fourth year
in a row. Collins declined to
say how much money the
University raised on Giving
Tuesday this year or in the
past.
“Our successful fundraising results were consistent with previous years,”
Collins said. “We are grateful
for the hundreds of donors
who supported GW on that
day.”
This day of giving also
kicked off a month-long fundraising effort called “Give
the Gift of Education,” he
said.
“We will continue to
reach out to alumni, parents
and friends throughout the
month of December via faceto-face conversations, direct
mail, email, phone and social
media to share the powerful
impact that philanthropy
has on GW students, faculty
and programs,” Collins said.
Officials said earlier this
year that the final months
of the campaign would be
focused on raising money to
support financial aid and the
University’s internship grant
fund, and approximately 16
percent of donations given
during the course of the
campaign are earmarked for
those resources.
Notable gifts from this
academic year include a
pledged $3.2 million gift
to the School of Media and
Public Affairs in October
to fund an endowed chair,
from Char Beales, a 1973
alumna and chair of the
school’s advisory council
and her husband Howard
Beales, a professor of strategic management and public
policy.
And in November, an
anonymous donor gave a
$4.8 million gift to the busi-

ness school to fund a professorship.
Between August and
November, the campaign
was raising an average
of about $6.5 million per
month. This is consistent
with giving rates over the
past year, although the giving rate was much higher
during the campaign’s first
public year.
The total amount raised
in the campaign grew by
about 3 percent over the past
four months, slightly more
than it grew in the same period of time last year. .
Collins declined to say
what his goals are for giving
rates from now until the end
of the campaign.
Experts in higher education fundraising said as the
University enters the last
phase of its campaign, officials should be contacting
alumni for gifts and providing clear information about
the fundraiser’s goals to ensure that they meet the $1
billion mark.
Chris Ponce, the associate vice president for development at Whitman College,
said that while compelling
goals, adequate staffing and
passionate volunteer leadership are always important,
they are especially crucial to
maintain while reaching the
final goal. The University’s
development offices hired
more staffers this semester,
which experts said was a
strategic move for long-term
fundraising beyond the campaign.
Ponce said as GW approaches the deadline, gifts
and donors the University
is close to collecting are important, especially as Knapp
prepares to leave his role.
Knapp has been an effective
fundraiser throughout his
tenure.

changed enrollment goals.
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Students attempt to organize
From Page 1

$800M

to allow more innovative students to come to GW.
Koehler added that admissions officers are considering consulting Provost
Forrest Maltzman on cap
limitations, but have not

and contract negotiations.
University spokeswoman Candace Smith said in
a statement that while officials recognize the value
of RAs and that they have
worked well with unions
for part-time faculty, they
will contest the RAs’ efforts
to unionize.
Dean of Student Affairs
Peter Konwerski said in a
letter sent to all RAs Friday
that was obtained by The
Hatchet that unionizing
would “insert a third party”
into their relationships with
residents, resident directors
and staff at the Division of
Student Affairs. He did not
explicitly say in the letter
whether or not RAs are considered employees of the
University.
“The University does
not believe that it would
make sense to apply a federally regulated system of
collective bargaining to students who are participating
for a period of time in a program as part of their educational experience,” Konwerski wrote in the letter.
Konwerski said he is
concerned that a union
would limit the hours RAs
can spend with their residents and the additional
cost of union dues.
Leaders of the initiative
said RAs, not the union,
would be in charge of any
hour limitation decisions,
and that the union fee will
be no more than $5 per paycheck – no more than 1 percent of an RA’s total salary.
The students leading
the movement also wrote a
letter explaining they would
like to meet with staff in the
Center for Student Engagement to negotiate contract
terms as a bargaining body.
“We want to sit down
with the CSE. This is not a
middle finger to the Center
for Student Engagement,”
Gilson said. “We want to
work with them, because I
think we have the same goal
in mind: we all want to support this student body, and I
think that we are very good
at doing that, but we could
be even better if we felt
more supported.”
Celeste Aguzino, a former RA in Hensley Hall, said
she and other involved students were most concerned
about what they described
as ambiguous contracts,
which lack specificity about
what actions merit review
or possible termination. She
said the lack of standardization leaves RAs with anxiety
that individual judgement
decisions could lead to them
losing their jobs.
“It depends on the RA’s
resident director and their
area coordinators. We have
seen in the past two years a
spectrum of disciplinary action is taken if a RA does not
uphold to conduct,” Aguzino said.
The four-page contract

states that the assigned hall
and room number are “subject to change at any time”
and that failure to perform
the outlined duties could
result in “corrective action,
including but not limited
to immediate termination.”
Listed responsibilities in the
contract include building
strong relationships with
residents and serving as role
models.
Gilson, the former RA
who is helping lead the
effort, said the contracts
should include a schedule
of events RAs must attend,
like the annual Vern Harvest. Currently, RAs receive
notice on a case-by-case basis, she said.
If RAs are unable to attend an event, they are unsure if that would be considered terminable action
because of the ambiguity of
the contract. RAs are concerned about not receiving
a positive resident director
review for re-hire if they do
not attend one of the events,
Gilson said.
“There are things that
are talked about in the
contract, like being a good
role model. What does that
mean?” she said. “And
what does it mean that job
action can be taken if you’re
not a good role model?”

“We have seen in
the past two years
a spectrum of
disciplinary action is
taken if a RA does not
uphold to conduct.”

CELESTE AGUZINO
Former RA in Hensley Hall

RAs are paid a stipend
of $2,500 in biweekly installments of $125 each academic year, breaking down
to about $3.12 an hour, Gilson said. RAs also receive
free housing, which can cost
anywhere from $10,530 to
$15,200 on campus.
RAs also shared concerns about the rehiring
process for their positions:
They said the process has
changed each year in recent
years, sometimes including cover letters, resumes,
question-and-answer sessions and self-evaluations in
the form of 20-minute-long
PowerPoint presentations.
An RA who works on
the Mount Vernon Campus
who spoke on the condition
of anonymity out of fear of
losing her job, said rehiring
this year will be based on a
recommendation from the
resident director and possibly the area coordinator and
metrics the RA described as
subjective. RAs are generally not allowed to speak to
the media about their jobs.
The RA also cited a discrepancy between the job
duties of freshmen RAs and
second-, third- and fourthyear RAs. Many annual

events, like the Return to
Recess Bazaar and GW First
Night, are solely geared toward freshmen and only
RAs for freshman housing
have to attend.
“There’s just a huge
discrepancy,” the RA said.
“There’s no compensation
for the extra work that firstyear RAs have to do.”
Makenzie Briglia, a
first-year RA in West Hall,
said that in the event of a
successful
unionization,
RAs would have a better
pathway to negotiate their
contracts and a “collective
bargaining tool.” Despite
possible benefits, she said
unionization may hurt students’ relationships with
officials.
“It seems to put us more
at odds with GW, which
could potentially negatively
affect us,” she said.
This isn’t the first time
RAs have pushed back
against their requirements:
Last year, the University
proposed a controversial
training course for resident
advisers. At the time, RAs
largely opposed the course,
which school officials declined to clarify in terms
of who would teach the
course, if it would count toward students’ credit limits
and if current RAs would be
excluded from the course.
While GW would be
the first private university
to have a union of RAs, it
wouldn’t be the first with a
union of RAs overall: The
University of Massachusetts
at Amherst has the only recognized undergraduate RA
union in the country, which
formed in 2002. Students
there negotiate three-yearlong contracts and sign off
on a 28-page contract.
Lily Wallace, a thirdyear RA at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst,
said RAs have a union representative on campus who
can provide expertise and
legal knowledge if there are
any grievances and who can
be present in disciplinary
sittings with university officials.
“The union has given us
so much strength here and
been such a great tool to help
protect our rights and advocate for us,” Wallace said. “I
don’t think there would be
a contract negotiation if we
did not have the union.”
Wallace said that prior
to unionizing, RAs at her
university could be terminated without just cause,
the same concern GW’s RAs
have now. Officials there
also made clear to the RAs
that if there was a mistake
made, RAs were easily replaceable by a long list of
people who had applied for
the positions, she said.
“To have a good employee and a good RA you
don’t want them to constantly be worried about
their job,” Wallace said.
“Our jobs are not just our
jobs, they are where we live.
They are our communities.”
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WHAT THE UNIVERSITY WON'T TALK ABOUT THIS WEEK

When Mental Health Services decided to offer special post-election office hours — online
FROM
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Alumnae can inspire female students to pursue their
dreams.

—SYNDEY ERHARDT, A HATCHET OPINIONS WRITER • published Dec. 1

STAFF EDITORIAL

Students can make
campus ‘liberal
bubble’ less restrictive
We’ve all probably heard
of the “Foggy Bottom bubble.” We’re told to explore
other areas of D.C. during
our time at GW and not to
get too comfortable just living in the space between
Pennsylvania and Virginia
avenues. But there’s another
bubble GW students live in –
the liberal bubble.
Since the results of the
U.S. presidential election,
students, professors, the
media and others have tried
to explain why many of us
were surprised by the election’s results. While some
blame the echo chamber of
ideas many people of live
in, especially on the internet,
students and academics can
also blame the liberal bubble
around GW and other university campuses, for the fact
that so many young people
were blindsided by the results.
The liberal bubble is a
group of progressive or liberal-minded people who don’t
know or hear the opinions
of those who disagree with
their political viewpoints. In
2016, this bubble separated
students on campus from
the electorate that voted for
Donald Trump. Students
need to recognize that we
live in an echo chamber, and
while many of our liberal or
progressive views might create this bubble, it’s not our
opinions that are an issue –
it’s the restrictiveness of the
bubble.

disadvantage when we go
out into the real world and
our opinions are tested. The
University must be a sounding board for more than one
kind of political speech.
Of course, it isn’t likely
that liberal students are going to want to give up their
megaphone to hear conservative opinions. And that’s
OK – it can be daunting to
engage in debate with someone who may have diﬀerent morals and reasoning.
But if students in the majority aren’t willing to listen to
and respect opposing viewpoints, GW’s campus will
continue to restrict substantive political debate.
University oﬃcials have
their own work to do to
make campus as bipartisan
and welcoming to all viewpoints as possible. Most
studies show that people
who pursue careers in academia tend to be liberal. And
although students can and
should expect their professors to be more progressive,
it’s not for a university to
take a political stance that
hinders conversation. After
the student walk-out after
the election, the University
posted a picture to its social
media accounts with the caption, “No hate, no fear, everyone is welcome here.” On
the outset, the caption seems
harmless, but that phrase
was used as a chant at the
politically charged protest in
Kogan Plaza. By repeating

Cartoon by Annan Chen

I

n light of recent student walk-outs
across the country, administrators
at universities where students protested are now tasked with responding
to a plethora of demands.
Student organizations came together to ask administrators to take
drastic steps to ensure the protection
of minority students, undocumented
students and students otherwise marginalized in higher education. The list
of demands, among other things, also
called for the University to protect students by re-channeling resources.
But with demands must come a
well-researched plan of action. Unfortunately, rather than talking about feasible and legal ideas, students from the
national movement and GW’s speciﬁc
movement are calling for measures
that could have the University breaking the law, like noncompliance with
the U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement. Students should have set
out demands that were more realistic.
A list of demands without acknowledging federal law kills the demands’ legitimacy. The coalition of
student organizations signed onto the
national movement’s call for for universities to refuse to share information
with the ICE, to make “sanctuary cam-

It’s on professors, administrators and
those in the conservative minority and
liberal majority to work together to
challenge each others’ thoughts and work
toward popping that liberal bubble.
In an ideal higher education environment, there
would be a free ﬂow of ideas
and a collection of both conservative and liberal ideologies. But in reality, campuses
are usually hotbeds for liberal thought. Liberal bubbles
often encapsulate university
campuses based on the progressive bend of college students and professors. And
most cities tend to be more
liberal than other parts of the
U.S. It’s no wonder, then, at a
school like GW that’s located
in D.C., that most students,
staﬀ and faculty share leftleaning opinions.
We can’t completely pop
the liberal bubble because
we are a population of students that leans left, and
we will probably always be
that kind of student body.
But there are things we can
and should do to make the
bubble less restrictive, so that
we become a more educated
student body and so that we
aren’t so shocked when politics don’t go our way.
It’s easy for students to
speak up when they know
they are part of the majority. A student at GW with
liberal views probably feels
little to no judgment for arguing the legitimacy of their
viewpoints, and so most of
us hear that side of any political argument frequently
and loudly. But if we really
want to learn about other
types of people with diﬀerent views, it’s up to those
who are part of the majority
to listen to those with more
conservative ideas. Vilifying and marginalizing ideas
that go against the grain of
the rest of the student population will only put us at a

the remark, the University
took a side in an argument
that may have stopped conservative voices from being
heard.
Professors also have the
responsibility to make classrooms open for constructive
conversations. Sometimes,
professors make their political positions pretty obvious.
While professors shouldn’t
be afraid to speak up in
class and exercise their academic freedom, their comments shouldn’t intimidate
students who disagree with
them.
Professors should be
able to foster conversations
while providing their own
expert moderation and commentaries. They shouldn’t
be telling students that their
opinions are wrong or unimportant, or preach their own
opinions so heavily that it
makes students with diﬀerent opinions uncomfortable.
Professors can run the risk
of silencing students, instead
of encouraging them to take
part in discussions. And
with people holding minority opinions unwilling to take
part in class conversations,
students will never be able to
try to understand both sides
of an issue.
GW will likely always
have a liberal-leaning student population, and conservative students who come
here should be prepared to
feel push back on campus.
However, it’s on professors,
administrators and those in
the conservative minority
and liberal majority to work
together to challenge each
others’ thoughts and work
toward popping that liberal
bubble.
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Post-election student demands
are unrealistic
puses” and to increase acceptance of
undocumented students and provide
them full access to ﬁnancial aid.
Some of these demands won’t be
accomplished, and students should
have created ones that could have
been. ICE requires the University to report the citizenship status of students
receiving aid. The University also cannot provide undocumented students
with ﬁnancial aid, loans, grants, scholarships, work-study money or any other sort of aid that comes from federal
funds.

Nate Muramatsu
Writer
Aside from the issues with ICE, the
District is already a sanctuary city. A
sanctuary city is one where the police
are told to not question the citizenship
status of those they arrest or detain, so
undocumented students don’t need to
worry about being questioned by Metro Police Department oﬃcers. Government authorities require universities to
report that information back to them to
ensure that federal money isn’t ﬂowing
to undocumented students.

Instead, students could have proposed that GW oﬃcials signiﬁcantly
expand the merit scholarships they
oﬀer to undocumented students, and
they could even propose that oﬃcials
give undocumented students an edge
in admissions. While contentious,
those demands would deﬁnitely spark
productive discussion.
Unrealistic demands for GW
didn’t end with rights of undocumented students. The demands call
for a redistributing funds from police
to increase ﬁnancial aid, emergency
funds and discretionary funds to lowincome students. The demands assert
that “placing us in these oﬃcers’ care is
an act of violence, especially for black
students.” Administrators can’t simply
redirect money currently funding the
police department at students’ whim.
A lack of consideration of alternative policies makes the demands less
convincing. The student conversation
on campus and resulting demands
could have been compelling and transformative, but they were made hastily
with a lack of concern for feasibility or
legality.
—Nate Muramatsu, a sophomore majoring in international aﬀairs, is a Hatchet
opinions writer.

Universities should fire professors for
hateful online comments

C

olleges’ faculty members use social media just how most other
people do. But faculty, like some
other people, may sometimes post
political assertions that contain hate
speech or oﬀensive language.
Hate speech goes beyond language
that might make someone uncomfortable. According to the American Bar
Association, hate speech “oﬀends,
threatens or insults groups based on
race, color, religion, sexual orientation,
etc.” At Concordia University, a professor was ﬁred for comments she made
online about National Football League
player Colin Kaepernick’s protests. A
professor at the University of Virginia
posted a Facebook status equating the
Black Lives Matters movement to the
Ku Klux Klan, but the university didn’t
ﬁre the professor.
These online posts use harsh language to disparage speciﬁc religious,
ethnic or racial groups, and members
of these groups are likely in classes
these professors teach. Because of that,
faculty members should be ﬁred if they
are found to have posted hate speech
on social media or elsewhere on the
internet.
GW’s faculty handbook and faculty code of conduct don’t lay out speciﬁc policies for what would happen to
professors who post hateful messages
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online. And University spokesman
Tim Pierce declined to comment on
whether the University would ﬁre a
professor who posted hate speech online. At this time, the only guidance on
this topic is within the University’s ethical statement, which says that GW is a
diverse community in which everyone
should be respected.

Diana Wallens
Writer
Faculty members, of course, have
the right to use social media, but just
like my peers and I are taught to be
careful of what we post because an
employer may see it, professors should
think in the same way. Faculty have to
be able to teach and converse with all
types of students, and racially charged
or oﬀensive social media posts might
make a positive professor-student relationship impossible in some cases.
Without swift negative consequences for hate speech, it soon becomes normalized within a community, and students may feel like they
aren’t safe in class. This vicious cycle
must be instantly nipped in the bud
to prove that colleges stand for acceptance, not rejection, of students and fac-

ulty members from all backgrounds.
everal universities have demonstrated that they ﬁnd professors’ online
bigotry intolerable. Oberlin College’s
recent ﬁring of an assistant professor
for anti-Semitic Facebook posts is a
good example of the way to handle a
professor’s online comments. Oberlin’s
board of trustees, taking into account
the national rise in campus anti-Semitism, voted to ﬁre her.
Oberlin’s swift action in removing
a professor who used hate speech online should be copied by GW if a similar incident were to occur. If members
of the faculty community are openly
intolerant of any race, religion or ethnicity, then they cannot be trusted to
provide a welcoming environment to
all students.
Of course, keeping track of faculty
members’ social media pages isn’t possible. But if a student or other community member reports inappropriate
online material by a professor, the University should investigate it.
Professors and students should
know that hate speech in any form is
not OK. Colleges can lead the way in
teaching students and faculty tolerant
ways to interact on social media.
—Diana Wallens, a sophomore majoring in criminal justice, is a Hatchet opinions writer.
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SA leaders plan affordability survey to identify hidden costs
MONICA MERCURI
HATCHET REPORTER

The Student Association will be sending out an
aﬀordability survey on Dec.
7 to determine students’ top
ﬁnancial concerns.
The survey will be distributed and collected over
winter break from undergraduate and graduate students through the SA’s email
Listserv and social media
accounts. SA leaders said
the survey results will help
the group better understand
which issues should be their
top priorities when passing
bills to help make campus
life more aﬀordable.
SA Executive Vice President Thomas Falcigno said
the survey will include questions about smaller, daily
costs, rather than asking
student about big costs, like
housing or tuition.
“We really hope to be
able pinpoint costs we can
focus on reducing while
working with administrators,” Falcigno said.
The survey will focus on

questions about which academic costs are the biggest
burdens, like course fees and
textbooks, and student life
fees, like health center costs
and ﬁtness passes at the Lerner Health and Wellness
Center, Falcigno said.
Students will provide
background
information,
like gender, ethnicity, year
and school so the SA can
understand which groups of
students struggle the most to
pay extra costs, he said.
“We are going to get a
better idea of what types of
groups are spending more
money, and which groups
really need help,” Falcigno
said. “But also, we are trying
to ﬁgure out where student
money is being spent that is
otherwise not provided by
the University.”
Falcigno added that the
SA may extend the survey
until after winter break, depending on the number of
responses received. If the
surveys are completed and
analyzed over winter break,
the results could be included
into the aﬀordability reports

created by SA committees.
Those reports will explain student costs in areas
like academics and student
organizations and recommend solutions for reducing the costs. SA leaders will
present the reports to administrators in January and February.
Sen. Logan Malik, Uat-large, said at an SA Senate meeting on Nov. 21 that
students at GW often face
higher costs than students
at peer universities because
they must pay for extraneous costs other universities
include in tuition or housing
charges.
“We pay more in areas
including key replacement,
printing and laundry,” Malik
said.
Malik added that GW’s
meFinancial aid experts said
that, with the right questions,
a student survey would be
an eﬀective way of gauging
students’ ﬁnancial burdens.
Jamey Rorison, a senior
research analyst at the the Institute of Higher Education
Policy, said incoming stu-

LISA BLITSTEIN | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER
The Student Association is conducting a survey to help identify hidden costs for students. The SA
Senate passed an affordability resolution earlier this semester and has been working on making
the student experience more affordable.

dents, especially those from
low-income families, often
do not consider costs beyond
tuition, room and board.
“Few people think about

all other associated costs related to transportation and
the other living expenses,”
Rorison said. “For students
who rely on every penny of

ﬁnancial aid funding they receive to pay college costs, the
idea of an expensive Metro
ride or load of laundry or
meal could be prohibitive.”

Eateries lack opening dates
From Page 1

OLIVIA ANDERSON | CONTRIBUTING PHOTO EDITOR
Amitai Etzioni, a professor of international affairs, said the new administration may force students
who had initially been considering jobs in the government to look for work in the private sector.

Students consider career changes
in light of Trump administration
JANNA PARAMORE
STAFF WRITER

Some students are reconsidering their majors and
career paths after the results
of last month’s presidential
election.
President-elect
Donald Trump’s administration
promises a distinct change in
the country’s political climate,
which could aﬀect numerous
ﬁelds of study. Faculty say
students have expressed concern over pursuing certain
careers, like those in government agencies, under the new
administration because of a
possible lack of government
jobs after Trump’s proposed
ban on hiring for all civilian
governmental jobs.
David Rain, the director
of the environmental studies program, said in an email

that students have expressed
concern that Trump’s campaign promises to shrink the
Environmental
Protection
Agency and back out of the
Paris climate deal have many
environmental studies majors
worried that they might not
have the potential for careers
under the new president.
Rain said he has advised
students to continue studying environmental science
regardless of the political
change because the future is
uncertain: Trump has already
reversed stances on some of
his campaign promises since
his Nov. 9 victory.
“Over the next few years
there are going to be many
appealing business and service opportunities in the transition to a low carbon economy, and I somehow see a path
through this, even with the

unpredictability of Trump,”
Rain said.
Rain said that he has
often heard from students
before and after the election
that they are most concerned
about learning the right skills
and being well-positioned for
the job market or graduate
school after leaving GW.
Students are worried
about getting jobs in the federal government because
Trump has proposed a hiring freeze on all civilian federal jobs not in public safety
or public health in order to
reduce the size of the federal
workforce and save money in
the federal government.
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for more on concerns
about the incoming
Trump administration

Java on the ﬁrst ﬂoor of
Duques Hall, has already
begun.
Student
Association
President Erika Feinman
said the opening dates for
each vendor don’t fall under GW’s responsibilities
and are instead up to the
vendors.
“At the end of the day
this comes down to how
fast each individual vendor decides that they want
to move on opening their
location,” Feinman said.
Sara Merken, the president of GW Food Recovery
Network, a student group
that collects food for local shelters, and a former
Hatchet columnist, said the
lack of dining options has
aﬀected freshmen most.

“Freshman do not
have kitchens and cannot
regularly grocery shop,”
Merken said. “The delay
forces them to buy all of
their meals at places like
Whole Foods, Sweetgreen
and Beefsteak, which aren’t
always the cheapest options.”
Merken added that students are less secure about
their food options because
of the delayed vendor
openings.
“Nobody thinks of
students, especially at a
school like GW, as being
food insecure. We always
think of the homeless
people on the outskirts
of campus, or those in
the many shelters around
the city,” Merken said.
“But some students at
our school do not have
enough money to aﬀord

to eat out at the more
expensive chains every
meal.”
Kim Robien, an associate professor of exercise
and nutrition sciences at
the Milken Institute School
of Public Health, said GW’s
decision to lease District
House space to vendors
instead of creating another
dining hall limited the potential for healthier food
options.
“When a university
contracts with food service
providers for it’s own dining spaces such as West
Hall on the Mount Vernon
Campus, the university
can stipulate that a certain
amount of healthier food
options, such as low calorie or low sugar options, be
made available during the
contract negotiation process,” Robien said.

IN BRIEF
Internship transportation grants to be
permanently offered

After a successful launch this fall, grants for students traveling to unpaid internships
will be oﬀered on a permanent basis starting next semester.
The fund, now renamed KACIF-Travel, provides up to $300 per semester to reimburse student transportation costs for traveling to and from “necessarily unpaid” internships, meaning positions at organizations that genuinely lack funding to pay interns. This
semester, the ﬁrst time the grants were oﬀered, funding quickly ran out as the number of
students who applied outpaced the number of grants available.
Applications for the second round of transportation grants for students traveling to
unpaid internships will open Jan. 17, the ﬁrst day of classes in the spring.
Rachel Brown, the assistant provost for University Career Services, said her department will fund all students who meet the qualiﬁcations as long as funding from donations is available.
“Based on the strong response to our initial launch, we have a strong case to share
with current and potential donors about student demand and interest in the fund,”
Brown said.
Brown added that applications will open the ﬁrst day of spring semester to give students enough time to ﬁgure out transportation routes and register for Metro cards.
Student Association President Erika Feinman said the grants are designed to support
students who need ﬁnancial aid to be able to participate in internships.
“I hope it continues to grow in the future,” Feinman said. “I can imagine the fund
will become much more popular the longer it is around because more students will know
about it.

–Elise Zaidi
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Gifts to satisfy
your Secret Santa
KAYLA YEE
HATCHET REPORTER

If you’re panicked because you have no idea what to get the person whose name you drew out the hat
for a Secret Santa exchange, we have you covered. All these gifts are available near campus and cost $20 or
less, which is usually the price limit for these types of exchanges.

Wine Glass Writers (Set of 3) – $9.95

Most of us have probably lost track of our glasses
at “Wine Wednesday” before. But with these washoﬀ markers, your friend will never misplace his or
her drink again. Once the ink dries, your friend’s
name stays written on the glass for the entire party
and washes oﬀ easily with water at the end of the
night.
Available at: Paper Source, 3019 M St. NW

Brookstone Swivel Speaker – $19.99

With this portable Bluetooth speaker, your Secret
Santa can bring the party anywhere. Swivel it up to
play music in every direction and twist it down to a
compact size for transport when you’re done.
Available at: Macy’s, 1201 G St. NW

Tips for

flawless
re-gifting
CATHERINE MORAN
STAFF WRITER

Whether for a birthday or holiday, we’ve all unwrapped a
present and had to quickly hide our disappointment with an
underwhelming gift. Fortunately, the gift doesn’t have to go to
waste: Re-gifting can save you when you’re in a holiday shopping pinch and want to get rid of an unwanted present. Regifting is often frowned upon and can cause real problems if
the original gifter ﬁnds out you gave away their present. With
these tips, you can re-gift like a pro and avoid any awkward
situation.

Make your own gift basket

If you received more than one bad gift over the past few

last
last-minute
shopper
FRANCO CAPUTO

HATCHET REPORTER

Whether you only have two days until your holiday party
or you are just too lazy to leave your residence hall to go shopping, buying holiday gifts on Amazon Prime – which you can
try for six months free as a college student – is convenient and
quick. Use your free Amazon Prime membership and shop
for these gifts for that will arrive at your door quickly.

Mini Zen Garden – $11

We all have a friend who spends most nights in Gelman
Library and could use a little relaxation. This personal Zen
Garden is the perfect gift to bring that friend some tranquility.

Firefly Clips String Lights – $20

No college dorm room is complete without some
twinkly lights. These ﬁreﬂy lights strung on copper
wire will add a soft touch of light to any space, and
they have clips on them to hang photos of friends or
loved ones. They’re the perfect way to personalize
and brighten up any room.
Available at: Urban Outﬁtters, 3111 M St. NW

Starbucks Reserve Roastery Subscription –
$19 per month

Spice up the idea of a coﬀee-related gift a little by giving the coﬀee connoisseur in your life a
monthly coﬀee subscription. Your friend will get a
special delivery of an 8.8 ounce bag of
Available at: Starbucks, 2130 H St. NW or online

years, get rid of them all at once by putting together a gift basket. Simply package up the unwanted items in a basket and
wrap them up in colorful cellophane wrap, both of which can
be found at a Target or Paper Source. By putting together old
gifts, and maybe even adding some new purchases, your regift is sure to go unnoticed.

Take away any personalization

The number one giveaway that will expose you as a regifter is personalization. Make sure that whatever you decide
to re-gift does not have your name on it anywhere. This should
be easy to do for most items, but for gift cards, which probably
came in a package or card with your name, you can buy a gift
card holder at CVS on campus. If you need a fast solution, you
can always get rid of the holder all together and tuck the gift
card into a greeting card to make it look more intentional.

Keep the tags and the boxes

If you know at ﬁrst sight that you’d never be caught dead
in that sweater your aunt bought you, keep the tags attached.
The same goes for other items: Keep the tags on and repackage
in the original boxes with any included instructions to keep it
looking as new as possible. You might need some duct tape to
reseal anything that you opened, but as long as it is unused or
worn, it’s easy to re-gift without anyone knowing.

This wooden Zen Garden comes with sand, a rake, three ceramic ﬁgures and river rocks. It’ll ﬁt perfectly on your friend’s
desk right next to their unﬁnished homework and stack of
textbooks. When they inevitably get stressed while studying,
they can put on a relaxing Spotify playlist, rake, rearrange
and relax.

DIY Film Camera – $39

This do-it-yourself 35mm Film SLR Camera Kit from Lomography Konstruktor is the perfect gift for an artsy friend.
Whether your friend is a seasoned photographer or just posts
ﬁltered photos on Instagram, they’ll love this gift. The kit
comes with everything you need to assemble the camera, and
after an hour of assembling the product, your friend will have
a fully functioning SLR camera. If you’re feeling even more
generous, you can get a four-pack of 35mm ﬁlm ($12) to complete the gift.

Hangover Recovery Kit – $17

All of us have been guilty of going a little too crazy at
night and waking up unable to get any work done. This
3-pack of hangover recovery kits has everything you need to
get through that Sunday morning haze: Emergen-C, ibuprofen, ear plugs, mints, a Band-Aid and a temporary tattoo of
the word “survivor.”
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Gifts for your

CCAS FRIEND
“They Can’t Kill Us All” $18.16

Available at: Kramerbooks & Afterwords, 1517
Connecticut Ave. NW

BRIDIE O’CONNELL
HATCHET REPORTER

Trying to find the perfect gift for a student in the Columbian College
of Arts and Sciences can be difficult because there’s a huge variety
of majors within the one college. But there’s a gift for every student.

View-Master virtual reality
headset - $13.99

Pocket U.S. Constitution $30

The View-Master Virtual Reality
Headset is perfect for a friend who
loves to dive into a subject. This
device is meant to mimic old fashion
view masters, which allowed users
to view image reels on a cardboard
disk. It’s now upgraded with the
ability to connect to a smartphone for
an endless virtual reality experience.

If your friend is a political science
major, they’ve probably wished they
could whip out a Constitution and
point out the sections that back them
up in a political argument. With this
mini version, they can do just that
and carry the country’s founding
document in their back pocket.

Available at: Amazon.com

In this informative book, Washington
Post journalist Wesley Lowery, who
covers police and race, describes how he
discovers the stories within movements,
including the modern racial justice
movement. It’s perfect for your friend
majoring in journalism, sociology or
political science.
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Available at National Museum of American
History, 14th St and Constitution Ave. NW

KEEGAN MULLEN | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

SARALA DUCKWORTH

Gifts for your

HATCHET REPORTER

If you have friends in the Elliott School of International
Affairs, you may be scrambling to find a gift before they
jet off to their respective corners of the world.

elliott FRIEND

International Chocolate
Passport - $9.99

“The Negotiator” - $27

Available at: Trader Joe’s, 1101 25th St. NW

Available at: Politics and Prose, 1025 5th St.
NW

Available at: CulinAerie, 1131 14th St. NW

Everyone enjoys the sweeter things
in life, and your worldly friends
are no exception. This worldclass chocolate sampler features
chocolate from eight countries
and will take your friends around
the world from Peru to Sao Tomé
to Tanzania in just a few bites.
Sweetest of all, it’s just $9.99.

This memoir by former Senate Majority
Leader George Mitchell is perfect for a
long plane ride, especially if your friend
is spending winter break traveling. This
book will have the diplomatic hopefuls
in your life dreaming about the many
regions of the world that Mitchell
worked to bring peace to, including
Northern Ireland the Middle East.

If you have a little extra cash this holiday
season, broaden your horizons by taking
a cooking class for two at CulinAerie.
Their extensive list of upcoming cuisine
classes range from sushi basics to West
African street food. Give your Elliott
friends that extra cultural sophistication
they’ve been craving as you make and
enjoy a delicious meal together.

Regional Cooking Classes $170 for two people

ANNE MCBRIDE | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

Gifts for your

business FRIEND
Polished tie clip - $20.75

Business card holder - $2.32

Available at: Macy’s, 1201 G St. NW

Available at: Staples, 1901 L St. NW

Put the finishing touch on your
friend’s professional look with a tie
clip. Whether your friend is putting
on their best suit for a presentation
in class or for their first day at a
new internship, they’ll appreciate
this easy accessory that makes
them look just a bit more polished.

Networking and business cards are
staples in the business world, and surely
your friend in the School of Business
has a stack of brand new business cards
waiting to be handed out. The clear
plastic holder can keep 50 cards stowed
away in one place so they don’t get
scattered around or lost in wallets.

CATHERINE MORAN
STAFF WRITER

Help your friend who has their sights set
on that corner office succeed with these
business-focused gifts.

“How to Win Friends and
Influence People” - $9.79
Available at: Barnes & Noble, 2800
Clarendon Blvd. Arlington, Va.

In this timeless bestseller, Dale
Carnegie lays out succinct strategies
for socializing with different types of
people. Although originally penned
in 1936, your business-savvy friend
will still appreciate Carnegie’s
networking tips.
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Gifts for your

TANVI BANERJEE
HATCHET REPORTER

If you’re wondering what to get that friend in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science always gushing about machinery or
updating you on the latest scientific discoveries, we have you covered.

Evernote Notebook - Ranging
from $11.95 to $37.50

Available at: Moleskine, 3209 M St. NW

The
Evernote
Notebook
by
Moleskine will save your favorite
SEAS student from constantly
hauling huge binders full of notes,
diagrams and graphs all over
campus. The notebooks make create
a digitized version of handwritten
notes and complex diagrams via an
iOS and Android app.

SEAS FRIEND

Plasma balls - Ranging from
$18 to $25
Available at: National Air and Space Museum,
600 Independence Ave. SW
If you step into your friend’s residence
hall room and notice it’s a little too dim
to light up the periodic element table
poster on a wall, then a plasma ball may
be what your friend needs. They may
look like simple glass globes but when
plugged into an electric socket, they
light up with colorful bolts of lightning.

Brain Dust by Moon Juice Ranging from $20 to $65

Available at: Urban Outfitters, 3111 M St. NW
If your friend is agonizing over a
physics final or is pulling all-nighters
to finish a big hydraulics project, they
likely need some help managing the
stress and exhaustion. Moon Juice’s
Brain Dust supplement makes even
the hardest homework a bit more
manageable by helping ease stress and
boost concentration.
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Gifts for your

MILKEN FRIEND
“Oh She Glows” - $25

Available at: GW Campus Store, 800 21st St.
NW
Cooking nutritious meals in college can
be challenging, especially for students
who are interested in eating healthy.
The “Oh She Glows Cookbook” is the
perfect cookbook for a friend who loves
to eat healthy and try new recipes, plus
it won’t break the bank. All recipes are
vegan and include delicacies like thai
peanut and orange-maple miso.

LEAH POTTER
HATCHET REPORTER

If you have a friend in the Milken Institute School of
Public Health, chances are they care about their health.
These gifts will keep them fit and glowing.

Fitbit Flex Large Wristband
Accessory Three-Pack - $29.99

Drop-in class at Epic Yoga
DC - $19

Available at: Bed, Bath & Beyond, 709 Seventh
St. NW

Available at: Epic Yoga DC, 1323
Connecticut Ave. NW

Can’t afford a Fitbit for your exerciseobsessed friend? Neither can most
college students, and chances are your
healthiest friend pal already has one. If
they already do, help them accessorize
it with these replacement bands. This
pack comes in three different colors The
bands are flexible.

Help the diligent studier unwind
with a relaxing day of yoga at Epic
Yoga DC. Classes feature exercises to
improve both strength and flexibility
and are manageable even for
beginners. Classes range from Ballet
YOGAlates to Hot Sunrise Yoga, and
the studio is walkable from campus.
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Gifts for your

MAX MCCRORY
STAFF WRITER

These gifts will give your Corcoran
School friend ways to have a bit of
artsy fun during winter break.

Instax Mini 8 Color Filter
Lens Set - $24

JULIA ABRIOLA | HATCHET PHOTOGRAPHER

CORCORAN FRIEND
Humans of New York Stories $29.99

Available at: Urban Outfitters, 3111 M St.
NW

Available at: Kramerbooks & Afterwords, 1517
Connecticut Ave. NW

This set of filtered lenses made for
the Instax polaroid camera will give
photos the perfect filter without ever
having to log into Instagram. Your
friend can attach these colored lenses
to a polaroid camera. It’s perfect for
selfies at a retro-themed Christmas
party.

This photography book by famed
photographer Brandon Stanton, who
founded the popular Humans of New
York blog, is perfect for your friend
to proudly display on their desk or
even a future coffee table. It’ll also
give your friend ample ideas for their
photography final.

Vive Le Color! Arabia - $9.95
Available at: The National Gallery of Art Gift
Shop, Sixth St. and Constitution Ave. NW

This coloring book is filled with designs
reminiscent of beautiful Persian rugs
and Moroccan mosaics. Give your
friend a welcome break from having
to come up with their own designs for
class projects with this coloring book.
Coloring will also give your friends a
bit of mind-numbing stress relief after
finishing their finals.

Sports

THE

GAMES

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Riding a four-game winning
streak, the Colonials travel
across town to take on the
Eagles.

With only three nonconference games left,
GW looks to pick up a win
before the start of Atlantic
10 play.

at American
7 p.m. Wednesday

OF THE WEEK

vs. Howard
4 p.m. Saturday
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Women’s basketball storms past Illinois, wins fourth straight
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BARBARA ALBERTS
HATCHET REPORTER

Women’s
basketball
(7-2, 1-0 A-10) marched to
another solid victory over
the Fighting Illini (3-5) at
the Smith Center Sunday,
picking up its fourth win in
a row.
GW stormed past Illinois 72-56 in a game where
every Colonial saw minutes on the court and the
team went 16-for-16 from
the stripe – a place where
they’ve previously had
trouble picking up points.
“We have been playing
pretty well and defending our home court,” head
coach Jennifer Rizzotti said.
“Getting a good win over
a Big 10 opponent doesn’t
hurt.”
The Colonials opened the
game by continuing the offensive push from their game
against VCU, on Friday.
Sophomore
comboguard Mei-Lyn Bautista
struck first for the Colonials
with a beautiful three-point
shot, the beginning of a
strong showing by GW.
Senior guard Hannah Schaible and graduate
transfer Lexi Martins also
both picked up where they
left off in the win over the
Rams.
Schaible was fast out
of the gate, dropping six
points and grabbing two
steals, while Martins came
off the bench with confidence, snatching four rebounds and dropping nine
points in the first quarter,
including a beautiful threepoint shot.
Schaible’s scrappy play
resulted in a team-best 14
points, three rebounds and

NUMBER
CRUNCH

Number of individual wins junior Abigail Fusco tallied in swimming and diving’s last meet of
the semester. Fusco was also a member of the first place 200-yard medley team.

two steals in the game.
“I want the ball, I wear
my kneepads, that’s how I
bring the energy,” Schaible
said.
GW’s defense was airtight. The Illini were 0-for-4
from beyond the arc before
Illinois’ freshman guard
Brandi Beasly dropped the
first three of the day for the
visitors roughly seven minutes into the second quarter. The Colonials held Illinois’ standout sophomore
forward Alex Wittinger to
just four points in the half.

“We’re working really
hard to make our
offense all-inclusive
and tough to guard
with a bunch of
different options.”
JENNIFER RIZZOTTI
Head coach

Illinois scored in spurts
but could not keep up a
consistent offense. The Colonials’ sizeable height difference under the hoop in
senior forward Caira Washington helped contribute 12
points in the paint for GW
in the half. Sharpshooting
from GW saw the team hit
5-for-10 from beyond the
arc and 44.8 percent from
the field overall in the half.
The Illini picked up
only six points in the paint
heading into the break, and
shot 31 percent from the
field.
Junior forward Kelli
Prange hit a buzzer-beating
three from nearly half-court

JACK BOROWIAK | HATCHET PROGRAPHER

Graduate student Lexi Martins goes up for a shot in GW’s win over Illinois Sunday. Martins finished with seven points.

to close out the frame, with
GW leading 41-25. The
6-foot-5-inch forward contributed eight points and
five boards on the day, including 2-for-4 from long.
“I definitely take advantage of the versatility
that I bring to the game of
basketball,” Prange said.
Washington opened the
third quarter crashing the
boards in her usual aggressive fashion, picking up six
points out of the gate and
one block. A WashingtonPrange combo under the

hoop stifled any chances the
Illini had in the paint, and a
swarming Colonial defense
forced two shot clock violations and held the visitors
to just seven points.
Washington totaled a
near double-double with 10
points and a team-high 9 rebounds against the Orange
and Blue.
After heading into the
fourth quarter with a comfortable 60-32 lead, Rizzotti
rested her starters and emptied her bench.
Freshman guards Ken-

dall Bresee and Harper
Birdsong,
along
with
sophomore forward Kelsie
Mahoney, all helped close
out the game, contributing
seven of the 22 bench points
in the game.
Despite the Illini picking up 24 points in the final
quarter, the Colonials were
still able to handily put the
game away.
Three Colonials scored
in double digits, including
junior guard Brianna Cummings, who recorded 12
points, five rebounds and

three assists.
The team ended the day
shooting 40 percent from
the field and scoring 19
second-chance points to the
Illini’s three.
“We’re working really
hard to make our offense
all-inclusive and tough to
guard with a bunch of different options,” Rizzotti
said.
The Colonials hit the
road this week, visiting American University
Wednesday night with tipoff scheduled for 7 p.m.

Florida State rolls past men’s
basketball at BB&T Classic

ETHAN STOLER | HATCHET PROGRAPHER

Redshirt junior poinr guard Jaren Sina is swarmed by two Florida State defenders during
GW’s 67-48 loss Sunday.

MARK EISENHAUER
SPORTS EDITOR

One day after a thrilling homecourt victory over
South Florida, men’s basketball suffered a different fate
against a second Sunshine
State squad on Sunday.
GW (5-4) dropped its
2016 BB&T Classic game
to Florida State (7-1), 67-48,
down the road at the Verizon Center behind its most
lackluster offensive performance of the season.
“Any double-digit loss
is disappointing,” interim
head coach Maurice Joseph
said. “We’re not going to
make excuses, we got our
butts kicked, now we have
go to see how we respond.”
Not much went right
for the Colonials during the
lopsided affair, in which
its talented ACC opponent
never trailed.
GW hit just 14 field
goals on 62 attempts to go
a season-low 22.6 percent
from the field, committed 18
turnovers and allowed all 12
Seminoles that saw minutes
to get on the scoreboard.
GW’s leading scorer,
graduate student forward
Tyler Cavanaugh, was held
to just eight points on the

day – his lowest career-total
as a Colonial. The contest
marked the first time Cavanaugh did not score in
double-figures in a GW
uniform, ending a 45-game
streak.
Still without injured junior guard Yuta Watanabe
(leg) and graduate student
forward Patrick Steeves
(knee), freshman forward
Kevin Marfo was a lone
bright spot as he led with a
game-high 18 points and coled GW with nine rebounds
alongside freshman center
Collin Smith.
“[Marfo] is a guy that
we are bringing along He
took a major step forward
today,” Joseph said.
The Colonials came out
cold from the get-go, with
virtually nothing falling on
the offensive end despite
getting some good looks.
GW shot an anemic
5-for-25 from the field in
the first frame, but made up
some production at the line,
where they scored a third of
their season-low 48 points
going 16-for-24 on the day.
The Seminoles’ balanced attack easily exploited
a weak defensive showing
by the Colonials, especially
down low. Despite being
outrebounded 52-42, more

than half of FSU’s 67 points
came from inside the paint
(34) as it finished the game
shooting 40.9 percent from
the field and 8-for-22 from
long range.
The Colonials tried a
number of different defenses, but nothing was working against an offense that
ended the day with three
players in double-figures
and received 35 points from
its bench.
An inability to make
stops, as well as conceding
17 points off turnovers, halted GW’s attempts to find a
rhythm.
“We tried to do different things to keep them
on their toes,” Joseph said.
“But this is talented team,
talented players with a lot
of length and athleticism. So
we couldn’t really get into a
groove.”
After taking a 35-19
edge into halftime, FSU’s
largest lead of the game
came with 7:24 left in the
second half up 65-30. The
Colonials went on an 18-2
run to close out the game, as
both teams subbed in their
reserves.
GW looks to rebound
Wednesday with a visit to
Temple (6-2). Tip-off is set
for 7:30 p.m.

